In this paper the author has studied an aircraft auxiliary power unit (APU), identified as controlled object, referring to the specific case of a TG-16M unit (consisting of a gas turbine turbo-shaft which spins up an electrical 28 V DC generator, treated as an embedded system). From APU's behavior point of view, the author has identified embedded system's nonlinear motion equations, then, using the finite difference method, the equation system was brought to a linear, then to an adimensional form, which is more appropriate for further studies. System's coefficients were experimentally established or calculated and/or estimated during several ground lab tests of the TG-16M unit, using the facilities of Aerospace Engineering Laboratory (at the University of Craiova). Based on system's determined mathematical model and transfer function, the author has also performed some studies concerning its stability and quality, studies realized using Matlab ® Simulink simulations and some conclusions were expressed.
INTRODUCTION
From aircrafts point of view, an auxiliary power unit (APU) is a small gas turbine engine, which can provide a certain power (electrical power and/or compressed air power) to on-board consumers; it allows them an autonomous operation, without reliance on specific ground support equipment (such as electrical power units/batteries/generators, external air-conditioning units, or any other auxiliary ground equipment) [14] .
APU's main goal is to provide power to almost all airplane's essential consumers while it is on the ground (on the runway or platform); in most of cases, APU cannot offer supplementary propulsion, but its generated power is used to: a) start the main propulsion engine(s); b) provide another form(s) of energy for several systems (pressurized air for environmental control system, or electrical power for on-board equipments, avionics, lighting system(s), or else). Additionally, an APU can provide during the flight backup and emergency power (such as supplementary power for deicing system) [3] .
An APU may be used as a starter for aircraft's main engines, which needs to be accelerated to rotate at an extremely high speed and kept spinning, in order to assure sufficient air compression.
Depending on its destination, the APU is designed to be able to provide electric, hydraulic, or pneumatic power (even all three of them). The APU connection to a hydraulic pump allows a safe back-up operation of hydraulic equipment (such as the flight controls, aerodynamic brakes or flaps), even if an engine failure occurs. Other APUs are designed only for ground use (engine start, air conditioning), but if certified for use in flight, an APU is also useful for supplementary electrical power (if an engine driven generator fails), or as a source of bleed air for air conditioning.
The APU is normally left off in flight, but, when necessary, it may be turned on as an extra precaution, especially for transoceanic flights, severe conditions flights and/or the icing hazard is present.
APU's are positioned on different locations on the airplane (aircraft). Often them are mounted in the tail (in the rear fuselage, as Fig. 1 shows), or in the rear of engines' nacelles (for example on An-24 or Il-18), as well as in the landing gear bay. As a precaution, the APU is installed in the far aft tail-cone section; it realizes APU's safe isolation from other critical systems (in the unlikely event of a fire, or failure). Consequently, it is compulsory that APUs are installed behind secure firewalls (as aircraft main engines are) and they also need their own fire detection and extinguishing system [3, 8] .
DESCRIPTION OF APU'S ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATION[14]
The TG-16M APU, studied in [14] and [15] , is a turboshaft-type (very similar to a turboprop engine, but, instead a propeller, it spins up a dedicated 28 V DC electrical generator). A planetary or a conventional gear is used to reduce the engine's turbine speed to an appropriate value for the generator. It operates as auxiliary electrical power source for an airplane (such as An-24T short-haul passenger airplane, or the old Il-18 mediumhaul passenger airplane); it is positioned in the rear of starboard AI-24 engine's nacelle.
The studied APU consists of three main sections, depicted in Fig.2 : a) the power main section (the turbo-engine, or the gas generator); b) the planetary or classical gearbox; c) the electrical DC generator. The power section consists of the gas generator portion of the engine and produces all the power for the entire APU (engine's compressor, reduction gear and electrical generator). Fig. 2 shows, APU's main shaft is driven by a single stage axial turbine, which is the only mechanical work producer. So, it spins up both engine's centrifugal compressor and the electrical generator (via the reduction gear). The engine (the gas generator) has a compact combustor (with inverted flow), where the injected fuel is intimately mixed with the compressed air (which s delivered by the compressor). Burning process transform them into hot gases, which are, firstly, expanded in the engine's turbine (producing mechanical work), then discharged through the exhaust nozzle. Turbine's mechanical work should cover the necessary work of several parts, such as the compressor, the reduction gear and the electrical generator ( [4] , [7] , [8] ).
EMBEDDED SYSTEM'S NON-LINEAR MOTION EQUATIONS
Non-linear mathematical model, as determined in [14] , consists of APU-system main parts' non-linear equations. System main parts, as shown in Fig. 2 , are: a) APU's main shaft'; b) rotational speed transducer; c) fuel pump and fuel control system. In Fig. 3 APU's fuel system's technical schematic is depicted.
Shaft motion equation involves a few torques ( [1] , [12] ), as follows:
where
electrical generator torques, J is spool's axial moment of inertia and  n shaft rotational speed.
APU's fuel system motion equations are: main pipe 
EMBEDDED SYSTEM'S MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND TRANSFER FUNCTION
Assuming the small perturbation hypothesis, one has used the finite difference method ( [12] , [13] ) in order to bring non-linear equations to a linear form. Thus, any variable or parameter X should be formally considered as 
One has to consider also fuel pump's and transducer's equations (keeping their own annotations, given by [12] ):
As far as adjustments of maximum speed are made during ground tests, the term(s) containing u can be excluded. Using above determined Eqs. (7) to (12), system's block diagram with transfer functions was built, as depicted in Fig. 4 . When mounted on the ground test facility (see Fig. 5 ), APU's fuel system operates a little different, because of the secondary discharge pipe cancellation; obviously, the mathematical model form modifies (as presented in [15] ). The most important consequence is that the fuel flow rate R Q , given by Eq. (4), becomes null, so Eq. (6) has a new form, as follows: 
(18)
STUDIES CONCERNING SYSTEM'S STABILITY AND QUALITY
In both of above-presented situations (see Eqs. (15) or (18)) system's transfer function is a first order one. In order to assure system's stability, it is compulsory that its characteristic polynomial coefficients should have the same sign. Consequently, system's stability condition shall be expressed as: Engine speed parameter's behavior is presented in Fig. 7.a) , for different flight regimes for both situations: with continuous linefor idling engine, while with dash-dot line for the embedded system. Engine's behavior proves an aperiodic stabile system, with growing static error and stabilization time, the more intense the flight regime is. For the idling engine static errors are positive, while for the embedded engine+generator system static errors are negative and 2…3 times bigger as absolute values. At high altitudes (over 5000 m) the static error, as well as the stabilization time, become prohibitive (because they grow much over the acceptable values), while over 8000 m the system becomes unstable and needs to be assisted by another type of controller. Figure 7 .b) shows the secondary output parameter (fuel flow rate i Q ) step response, for both above-mentioned situations. Same observations can be made, concerning the aperiodic stability, excepting the fact that static errors for the idling engine is a negative one too. 
CONCLUSIONS
The paper has studied an APU system as controlled object and has determined his simplified mathematical model, useful for studies. The APU consists of a single shaft turbo-engine, which spins up a dedicated DC electrical generator through a reduction gear. From its non-linear motion equations, using the finite difference method and the Laplace transformation, one has determined the linear non-dimensional mathematical model, as well as its transfer function model, as well as its transfer function.
It has result a first order system (see Eqs. (15) and (18)), its transfer function having a first-degree characteristic polynomial. Consequently, its stability studies were significantly simplified; a simple condition for the stability was obtained, giving information about how to choose the plunger's slide valve frontal surface area p S with respect to the gas turbine engine time constant m  and to the gas turbine engine's fuel system geometry (effective diameters), as well as to flow rate coefficients values.
System's quality studies results, presented in Fig. 7 , show stabile aperiodic behavior for both the idling engine and the embedded system engine+generator. However, the system is affected of static errors (positive for idling engine, negative otherwise), especially when the generator supplies external consumers, the bigger the consumers' electrical power are. The system becomes unstable for high altitudes and speeds, so it can be used as it is only for low speed turboprop airplanes, or, with some other fuel/speed controller and/or settings, for high altitude and speed airplanes (such as medium-or longhaul passenger airplanes with turbofan engines).
This study was realized for experimental ground test operation and analytically estimated for several flight regimes (flight speeds and altitudes), but it may be extended for other APUs, using same method and approach.
